identiMetrics Attendance Plugins with PowerSchool

Integrates auto-attendance easily & accurately using plugins specifically designed to work with PowerSchool.

Tardy Management Plugin. Your tardy students are processed directly into PowerSchool in the front office. They can then go directly to class. You can even print your late slips along with the discipline code you associate with their current total number of tardies.

Meeting Attendance. Students scan for each class and are identified as Present or Tardy depending on the pre-configured times you have set. If there is no scan after a designated time, the student record is automatically changed to Absent for the class.

Daily Attendance at the front entrance, 1st period classroom or homeroom classroom gives you 100% accurate attendance records in real-time. The biometric scanners can be USB attached to computers or tablets, or Ethernet and hung on the wall.

(Your teachers & staff will love you!)